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Abstract. We consider the numerical simulation of a three-dimensional two-phase incompressible flow with a viscous interface. The simulation is based on a sharp interface Navier-Stokes model
and the Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive law for the interface viscous stress tensor. In the recent paper [Soft Matter 7, 7797–7804, 2011] a model problem with a spherical droplet in a Stokes Poiseuille
flow with a Boussinesq-Scriven law for the surface viscosity has been analyzed. In that paper relations
for the droplet migration velocity are derived. We relate the results obtained with our numerical
solver for the two-phase Navier-Stokes model to these theoretical relations.
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1. Introduction. Dynamic properties of interfaces, such as interfacial shear and
dilatational viscosities and elasticity, can have a significant effect on the flow behavior. The effects caused by these properties can strongly influence the dynamics of
emulsions, of biological fluids, of polymer blends and of many other soft matters. A
better understanding of these phenomena is a major topic in the research field of surface rheology and in recent years a vast number of papers on dynamic properties of
interfaces in soft matters has appeared. We refer to [21] for a recent overview. For the
mathematical description of interfacial properties some classical models, like e.g. the
Boussinesq-Scriven and the Kelvin Voigt models [24, 6] are known in the literature.
These constitutive models were derived on a rather ad hoc basis and are applicable to
only few, relatively simple, multiphase systems. In recent years there have been significant developments to systematically derive new (more general) constitutive laws for
the stress-deformation behavior of interfaces using methods from nonequilibrium thermodynamics [16, 20]. The resulting models are far more advanced than the classical
Boussinesq-Scriven and Kelvin Voigt models. Two-phase incompressible flows with
an interfacial stress-deformation (i.e. a surface tension force) are usually modeled by
either a diffusive interface or a sharp interface model. In this paper we restrict to the
numerical simulation of the latter class of models. For numerical simulations based on
a diffusive interface model we refer to the literature, e.g. [25, 26, 1]. In systems with
incompressible fluids a sharp interface model typically consists of the Navier-Stokes
equations for the bulk fluids with a surface tension force term on the right-hand side
in the momentum equation, cf. section 2 for more details. This surface tension force
is based on a certain interfacial stress-deformation constitutive law.
In this paper we do not treat modeling issues but address certain numerical simulation aspects for a class of two-phase incompressible flow sharp interface models
with a viscous interface property. There are several reasons why in general two-phase
flow problems have a very high numerical complexity. For example, the interface is
unknown and due to this the flow problem is strongly nonlinear. Secondly, the surface
tension force is localized at the (unknown) interface and often has a strong effect on
the fluid dynamics. Thirdly, the pressure has a discontinuity across the interface,
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and also the viscosity and density coefficients are discontinuous across the interface.
Finally, the numerical simulation of such problems requires a suitable coupling of the
fluid dynamics (e.g. Navier-Stokes solver) and the evolution of the interface (e.g. level
set or VOF technique). There are several important issues relevant for the simulation
of two-phase flows that are non-existent in one-phase incompressible flow problems.
To handle these issues, special numerical techniques are required. Concerning the
development and analysis of such special numerical methods only relatively few (compared to methods for one-phase flows) studies are available in the literature, cf. [11]
for an overview.
Only recently there have appeared papers on the numerical simulation of threedimensional two-phase flow problems with a clean interface model and either a constant surface tension coefficient or a variable surface tension coefficient (Marangoni
effect). We are not aware of any literature in which numerical methods for handling
a viscous sharp interface constitutive model are treated. In this paper we study this
topic. We use the classical Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive law for describing the response of a viscous interface. The following two topics are addressed. Firstly, we
present a method that is based on a variational formulation of the surface tension
force and that can be used to discretize viscous interface forces. Secondly, we introduce a benchmark problem that is inspired by the recent paper [22]. In that paper
analytical relations for the so-called migration velocity of a spherical droplet in a
Stokes Poiseuille flow with Boussinesq-Scriven viscous interface forces are derived.
The benchmark problem that we propose is a sharp interface Navier-Stokes model
that in a certain sense is close to the stationary Stokes model studied in [22]. We
present results of numerical experiments of our finite element solver applied to this
benchmark problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the mathematical
model consisting of the Navier-Stokes equations combined with viscous interface forces
based on the Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive law. We also explain the model for the
stationary Stokes Poiseuille flow studied in [22]. In section 3 we describe the structure
of our flow solver and briefly explain the main numerical methods used in it. A
detailed explanation of the numerical treatment of the viscous interface force is given
in section 3.5. In section 4 we introduce the benchmark problem and present results
of simulations with our solver.
2. Mathematical models. In this section we introduce the models that we
consider. In section 2.1 we recall a standard sharp interface model from the literature
for describing the behavior of two-phase incompressible flows in which a BoussinesqScriven viscous interface stress tensor is used. Recently, a much simpler model with
the same Boussinesq-Scriven tensor has been analyzed in [22]. This simpler model
and results for that are given in section 2.2. In section 2.3 we discuss conditions under
which the simple model is expected to be a reasonable approximation of the standard
sharp interface model.
2.1. Two-phase Navier-Stokes equations with Boussinesq-Scriven interface stresses. Let Ω ⊂ R3 be a domain containing two different immiscible incompressible phases. The time dependent subdomains containing the two phases are
denoted by Ω1 (t) and Ω2 (t) with Ω̄ = Ω̄1 ∪ Ω̄2 and Ω1 ∩ Ω2 = ∅. We assume that Ω1
and Ω2 are connected and ∂Ω1 ∩ ∂Ω = ∅ (i. e., Ω1 is completely contained in Ω). The
interface is denoted by Γ(t) = Ω̄1 (t) ∩ Ω̄2 (t). The bulk stress tensor is denoted by
D(u) = ∇u + (∇u)T ,

σ = −pI + µD(u),
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with p = p(x, t) the pressure, u = u(x, t) the velocity and µ the bulk viscosity, which
is assumed to be constant in each of the two bulk phases. We use the notation [v]Γ
for the jump of v across Γ and introduce the projection operator P = I − nnT ,
with n = nΓ the unit normal at the interface Γ (pointing from Ω1 into Ω2 ). The
surface deformation tensor is given by DΓ (u) := P(∇Γ u + (∇Γ u)T )P, with ∇Γ the
surface gradient. Based on the conservation laws for mass and momentum and using
the linear Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive law [24] for describing an interface with a
viscous response we obtain the following standard model, cf. for example [11],


ρi ∂u + (u · ∇)u = −∇p + ρi g + div(µi D(u)) in Ωi × [0, T ]
∂t
i = 1, 2, (2.1)
div u = 0
in Ωi × [0, T ]
[u]Γ = 0,

[σn]Γ = divΓ σ Γ ,

(2.2)

σ Γ := [τ + (λΓ − µΓ )divΓ u]P + µΓ DΓ (u),

(2.3)

VΓ = u · n

(2.4)

on Γ.

The constants µi , ρi denote viscosity and density of the bulk phases in the subdomains
Ωi , i = 1, 2, and g is an external volume force (gravity). The condition in (2.4), where
VΓ denotes the normal velocity of the interface, follows from immiscibility of the two
phases. The first condition in (2.2) results from the viscosity of the phases. From
momentum conservation one obtains the second relation in (2.2). The model for
the surface stress tensor σ Γ in (2.3) is the so-called Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive
law, with a surface dilatational viscosity coefficient λΓ and a surface shear viscosity
coefficient µΓ . We assume λΓ and µΓ to be constants with λΓ ≥ µΓ ≥ 0. To make this
problem well-posed we need suitable boundary conditions for u, an initial condition
u(x, 0) and an initial configuration of the interface Γ(0). These will be specified at
the end of this section.
The location of the interface Γ(t) is unknown and is coupled to the fluid dynamics
via the condition in (2.4) which determines the transport of the interface. Various
approaches are used for approximating the interface. Most of these can be classified
as either front-tracking or front-capturing techniques. In our solver we use a level set
method [4, 15, 23] for capturing the interface.
The two Navier-Stokes equations in Ωi , i = 1, 2, in (2.1) together with the interfacial conditions (2.2)-(2.4) can be reformulated in one Navier-Stokes equation on the
whole domain Ω with a surface tension force term localized at the interface. Combining this with the level set method leads to the following model for the two-phase
problem in Ω × [0, T ], with unknowns u(x, t), p(x, t) and the level set function φ(x, t):
 ∂u

ρ(φ)
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p + ρ(φ)g + div(µ(φ)D(u)) + δΓ divΓ σ Γ
∂t
div u = 0
(2.5)
∂φ
+ u · ∇φ = 0.
∂t
The level set function φ = φ(x, t) characterizes the interface: φ < 0 in Ω1 , φ > 0
in Ω2 and φ = 0 on Γ. The piecewise constant function ρ(φ) is given by ρ(φ) =
ρ1 if φ < 0 and ρ(φ) = ρ2 if φ > 0. Similarly for µ(φ). Appropriate initial and
boundary conditions have to be added to make this problem well-posed. In the surface
tension force term the Dirac functional δΓ is used. The numerical methods used in
the remainder of this paper, in particular the finite element discretizations, are based
3

on a variational (weak) formulation of this model. We do not present this formulation
here but restrict to the variational formulation of the surface tension force term, since
the (numerical) treatment of this term is a main topic of this paper. The surface
tension functional takes the form
Z
fΓ (v) = (divΓ σ Γ ) · v ds,
(2.6)
Γ

with v from a suitable velocity test space. It is reasonable to restrict to test functions
that are differentiable (in the usual Sobolev weak sense) and thus using a partial
integration rule, this functional can be reformulated as
Z
fΓ (v) = −

tr(σ Γ ∇Γ v) ds = −
Γ

3 Z
X
i=1

(eTi σ Γ )∇Γ vi ds,

(2.7)

Γ

with ei the ith basis vector in R3 and v = (v1 , v2 , v3 )T . This functional forms the basis
for the numerical treatment of the Boussinesq-Scriven law as explained in section 3.5.
We now specify the domain, boundary and initial conditions that are used in the
numerical experiments in section 4. For Ω we take a rectangular box with lengths Lx ,
Ly , Lz in the three coordinate directions. The interface Γ(0) is defined as a sphere at
the centreline of the box with radius r. The subdomain Ω1 (0) is the interior of this
sphere. The boundary conditions for u are as follows. On the z-boundaries (z = ±Lz )
we use periodic boundary conditions. On the y-boundaries we take Dirichlet no slip
conditions (u = 0). On the x-inflow boundary we prescribe a Poiseuille profile that
is constant in z-direction and has the form
2y 
(2.8)
uP (y) = Ucenter 1 − ( )2 ~ex .
Ly
Here Ucenter > 0 denotes the speed of the flow on the centerline. On the x-outflow
boundary we impose the zero stress condition σn = 0. A sketch of the cross section
of Ω at z = 0 is given in Fig. 2.1.
The values for the parameters Lx , Ly , Lz , r, Ucenter will be specified further on.

y

u

x

P

Fig. 2.1: Cross section of the domain used in numerical simulations
Finally we describe the initial condition u(·, 0) = u0 (·) used in this paper. The
function u0 is taken as the solution of the stationary Stokes two-phase problem, obtained by putting the left-hand side in the momentum equation in (2.1) to zero and
with interface conditions as in (2.2), (2.3). The boundary conditions and the interface
Γ(0) for this Stokes problem are the same as the ones specified above.
4

2.2. Model for a droplet in a stationary Stokes Poiseuille flow with
Boussinesq-Scriven interface stresses. A, compared to the previous section,
strongly simplified flow problem with Boussinesq-Scriven interface stresses is studied in the recent paper [22]. In that paper one considers an isolated spherical droplet
in a Stokes Poiseuille flow with a jump in the hydrodynamic stress at the interface
determined by surface viscous forces according to the Boussinesq-Scriven law. Besides
viscous stresses also Marangoni effects, i.e., a variable τ is studied. Here, however, we
restrict to the case without Marangoni effects (τ constant). Analytical relations for
the so-called migration velocity are derived.
We give a more precise definition of the model used in [22]. The stationary bulk
phase Ω1 is a ball with radius r which has its centre on the x-axis, and Ω2 = R3 \ Ω1 .
In both phases creeping flow conditions are assumed, i.e.,
(
−µi ∆u + ∇p = 0
in Ωi
i = 1, 2.
(2.9)
div u = 0
in Ωi
Instead of a boundary condition the far field condition
u(x) → uP (x) for kxk → ∞,

(2.10)

with uP given by a Poiseuille flow profile
uP (y) = Ucenter (1 − αy 2 )~ex ,

(2.11)

with a given constant α > 0, cf. Fig. 2.1. At the interface Γ both kinematic and
dynamic
boundary conditions are imposed. Define the (droplet) mean velocity UΩ1 :=
R
1
u
dx. The interface conditions are given by
|Ω1 | Ω1
[u]Γ = 0 on Γ,

(2.12a)

u · nΓ = UΩ1 · nΓ on Γ,

(2.12b)

[Pσn]Γ = P divΓ σ Γ on Γ.

(2.12c)

Note that (2.12b) enforces a normal velocity consistent with a rigid body translation.
To obtain a well-posed problem only the tangential stress balance condition (2.12c)
is imposed.
The model formulated above does not define a unique solution u. If in (2.12b)
the function UΩ1 · nΓ is replaced by a given scalar function g on Γ then the model
(2.9), (2.10), (2.12), with data g in the right-hand side in (2.12b) determines a unique
solution, cf. [28]. Hence, for the above model to be well-posed we need
an additional
R
condition to determine the mean velocity vector UΩ1 . Note that Γ divΓ σ Γ ds = 0.
RHence the local force balance [σn]Γ = divΓ σ Γ in (2.2) implies the global condition
[σn]Γ ds = 0. This condition is not (necessarily) satisfied in the model above, since
Γ
only tangential forces are considered in (2.12c). Hence, an additional condition that
can be used to determine a unique solution is given by
Z
[σn]Γ ds = 0,
(2.13)
Γ
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which are three equations that can be used to determine the three unknowns in the
average velocity vector UΩ1 .
The Poiseuille flow and spherical droplet are as shown in Fig. 2.1, if we delete the
boundaries and extend the Poiseuille profile in y-direction and take it constant in xand z-direction. Also note that there are no external forces (i.e., a neutrally buoyant
droplet), but the interface stress tensor σ Γ allows surface viscous forces (based on the
Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive law).
The difference between the droplet mean velocity UΩ1 and the unperturbed
Poiseuille flow on the x-axis uP (0) is called the migration velocity:
Umig := UΩ1 − uP (0).

(2.14)

In [22] explicit formulas for Umig are derived. The analysis relies on a representation
of u and uP in the basis of spherical harmonics. In the analysis it is essential that
the droplet is spherical. The following result is from [22], with the dimensionless
dilatational Boussinesq number Bod := µλ2Γr and the viscosity ratio ξ := µµ12 :
Umig = −

2Bod + 3ξ
αr2~ex .
3(2 + 2Bod + 3ξ)

(2.15)

Note that there is a monotonic dependence of Umig on Bod and no dependence on
the dimensionless shear Boussinesq number Bos := µµ2Γr .
2.3. The stationary Stokes model as approximation for the general twophase Navier-Stokes model. In the numerical experiments in section 4 we use the
Navier-Stokes two-phase flow model given in section 2.1. Concerning the effect of viscous interface forces on the migration velocity we have the theoretical relation (2.15).
The latter is derived for a stationary Stokes model on an unbounded domain and
with interface conditions that differ from the ones used in the Navier-Stokes model.
We expect, however, that this relation yields a good prediction of what happens in
the Navier-Stokes model if the latter is “sufficiently close” to the model discussed in
section 2.2. In this section we explain what is meant by “sufficiently close”.
We distinguish two steps. First we discuss the effect of considering the Stokes
problem on a bounded domain instead of on R3 . After that, on the bounded domain,
we discuss the validity of using Stokes as an approximation of the non-stationary
Navier-Stokes equations.
The two-phase model is formulated in dimensional physical quantities. Therefore,
below we add the units. We always use a fixed Poiseuille profile (2.11) with
Ucenter = 0.0125 m/s, α = 5 1/ms.

(2.16)

From the unbounded to a bounded domain.
We consider the stationary Stokes model described above, but restrict to the clean
interface case, i.e. with σ Γ = τ P. We scale such that µ2 = 1 kg/ms. Instead of
an unbounded domain we consider this model on a bounded rectangular box Ω =
[0, Lx ] × [− 21 Ly , 12 Ly ] × [− 12 Lz , 12 Lz ]. We take the y-boundary such that the Poiseuille
profile has zero values on these boundaries, as indicated in Fig. 2.1. Comparing (2.8)
with (2.11) leads to Ly = 0.1 m. In the stationary Stokes model we replace u by
u − UΩ1 , resulting in a homogeneous interface condition (2.12b). On the bounded
domain Ω we consider the homogeneous Stokes equations as in (2.9). The interface
6

conditions are as in (2.12) with UΩ1 = 0 and σ Γ = τ P. The boundary conditions are
given by
1
u(x, ± Ly , z) = −UΩ1 ,
(2.17a)
2
u(0, y, z) = uP (y) − UΩ1 ,

(2.17b)

σn = 0 at x = Lx ,

(2.17c)

1
u(x, y, ± Lz ) · n = 0.
(2.17d)
2
This model is implemented in the flow solver ngsflow [14].
Remark 2.1. We briefly comment on a few aspects related to the implementation
of the stationary Stokes model described above. The tetrahedral grids used are aligned
to the interface Γ. The interface can be treated as an internal boundary. For the
discretization H(div) conforming finite elements are used. The polynomial degree of
the elements is varied in the experiments to check the accuracy of the discretization.
The shape constraint u · n = 0 is easy to implement as a Dirichlet condition on the
internal boundary Γ. The tangential interfacial stress condition [Pσn]Γ = 0 is treated
as a natural “internal boundary” condition. As indicated above, the model is not wellposed due to the fact that the boundary conditions in (2.17a), (2.17b) depend on the
unknown average velocity vector UΩ1 . From symmetry arguments it is clear that
UΩ1 has the direction ~ex , i.e. UΩ1 = β~ex with an unknown scalar β. This scalar is
determined by using the condition (2.13), but only in the x-direction, i.e. the scalar
equation
Z
g(β) := ~ex · [σn]Γ ds = 0.
(2.18)
Γ

For a given value the function g(β) can be (numerically) evaluated as follows. The
given β determines an average velocity UΩ1 = β~ex . Using this the stationary Stokes
model on the bounded domain Ω described above can be solved (sufficiently accurate).
The resulting velocity field and pressure can be inserted in the stress tensor σ and
thus the value of g(β) can be determined. Using a simple root finding algorithm the
zero of g, denoted by β ∗ , can be determined approximately. This results in the final
migration velocity value UΩ1 = β ∗~ex .
Using this implementation we performed experiments for the case µ1 = 2, µ2 =
1 kg/ms. Based on these experiments we choose Lx = Lz = 0.3 m and a droplet
radius r = 0.0125 m. For these values the numerically computed migration velocity
differs (at most) approximately 1% from the theoretically predicted one in (2.15)
(which corresponds to the unbounded domain case). In the remainder we keep these
parameter values fixed, i.e., Ly = 0.1 m, Lx = Lz = 0.3 m and r = 0.0125 m and
Ucenter , α as in (2.16).
The theoretical migration velocity depends on the viscosity ratio ξ. We performed
numerical simulations for the stationary Stokes model on the bounded domain Ω. The
results of the experiments and the theoretically predicted correlation are shown in
Figure 2.2.
We conclude that on this bounded domain and with boundary conditions as described in (2.17) we obtain a good agreement between theoretical predictions and
numerical results.
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Fig. 2.2: Comparison of theoretical migration velocity and numerical results for various viscosity ratios ξ. Shown is the migration velocity component in flow direction
ex .

The stationary Stokes model as approximation for the Navier-Stokes
model.
In this section we relate the Navier-Stokes model described in section 2.1, cf. Fig. 2.1,
to the stationary Stokes model on the bounded domain Ω with boundary conditions
as in (2.17). From Ucenter = 0.0125 m/s and r = 0.0125 m we obtain a time scale:
per second the droplet moves approximately over a distance comparable to its radius
in flow direction. In the experiments we use a time interval [0, T ] with T = 6 s.
In the Navier-Stokes model we have to specify ρi , µi and the surface tension
coefficient τ . We restrict to systems in which the jumps in density and viscosity are
“small”, e.g., both phases are liquids. For simplicity we set ρ1 = ρ2 (unit: kg/m3 )
and as an example we take µ1 = 2µ2 , i.e., ξ = 2. To characterize the fluid behavior
the following dimensionless numbers are relevant:
Re =

ρ2 LU
,
µ2

We =

ρ2 LU 2
,
τ

Ca =

µ2 Û
.
τ

(2.19)

From the units introduced above, it follows that the surface tension coefficient τ has
unit kg/s2 . The Reynolds number relates the size of inertia to that of viscous stresses.
The parameters L and U are typical length and velocity scales. In the setting here
we can take L = 0.1 m, U = Ucenter = 0.0125 m/s. For the stationary Stokes model
to be a reasonable approximation of the Navier-Stokes model it is necessary that
Re  1 holds. Hence we obtain the condition µρ22  0.8 · 103 . The Weber number
relates the size of inertia to that of surface tension. For the Stokes model to be a
reasonable approximation of the Navier-Stokes model it is necessary that W e  1
holds. This results in the condition ρτ2  0.64 · 105 . The capillary number relates
the size of the viscous stresses to that of the capillary stresses. For the Stokes model
to be a reasonable approximation of the Navier-Stokes model, in the latter the initial
spherical droplet should keep its spherical shape. This leads to the condition Ca  1.
For comparing the viscous and capillary stresses one can take a frame of reference with
origin moving with speed Ucenter in direction ~ex . Hence, the size of the migration
velocity is a better measure for the typical velocity size Û (close to the interface) than
8

the inflow velocity size Ucenter . The migration velocity is of the order of magnitude
αr2 = 5 · 0.01252 , cf. (2.15). Hence, Ca  1 leads to the condition µτ2  1.3 · 103 . We
summarize the conditions obtained:
ρ2
ρ2
µ2
 0.8 · 103 ,
 0.64 · 105 ,
 1.3 · 103 .
(2.20)
µ2
τ
τ
In this parameter range we expect that the flow behavior, modeled by the incompressible two-phase Navier-Stokes equations, is such that the Stokes model yields a
reasonable approximation. In particular the migration velocity behavior in the NavierStokes model should be similar to that for the Stokes flow (2.15) (in an unbounded
domain). This will be investigated in section 4.
3. A Navier-Stokes two-phase flow solver. In this section we outline the
numerical methods used in our solver for the two-phase flow model described in section 2.1, which is based on the DROPS package [5]. A detailed treatment of these
methods is presented in [11]. Since in this paper we focus on the numerical treatment
of the Boussinesq-Scriven law, the numerical treatment of the interface stress tensor
is explained in more detail in section 3.5.
3.1. Spatial discretization and reconstruction of the interface. Nested
hierarchy of tetrahedral triangulations. The spatial discretization is based on a hierarchy of tetrahedral grids. These grids are constructed in such a way that they are
consistent (no hanging nodes) and that the hierarchy of triangulations is stable, [11].
An important property is that local refinement and coarsening are easy to realize.
Discretization of the level set equation. For discretization of the level set equation
we use piecewise quadratic finite elements combined with the following streamlinediffusion stabilization. Let Vh be the space of continuous piecewise quadratics and
φ0,h ∈ Vh an approximation of the initial condition φ0 = φ(0). The spatial semidiscretization reads: Determine φh (t) ∈ Vh , t ∈ [0, T ], with φh (0) = φ0,h and such
that
X ∂φh
+ uh · ∇φh , vh + δT uh · ∇vh )L2 (T ) = 0 for all vh ∈ Vh .
(3.1)
(
∂t
T ∈Th

The vector field uh ∈ Vh is a finite element approximation of the velocity u, cf. below, and φ0,h is a finite element approximation of the initial condition φ(x, 0). The
value of the stabilization parameter δT is based on the ansatz δT = chT kuh k−1
L∞ (T )
(cf. [18]) and the constant c is chosen such that (for a class of model test problems)
one has a good compromise between stability and consistency.
Reconstruction of the interface. For the discretization of the functional in (2.7) we determine an approximate reconstruction of the implicitly given zero level of the discrete
level set function φh . The latter is a piecewise quadratic function on a tetrahedral
triangulation Th . We introduce a regular refinement of Th , denoted by Th0 , which is
obtained by regularly subdividing each tetrahedron of Th into 8 child tetrahedra. Let
I(φh ) be the continuous piecewise linear function on Th0 which interpolates φh at all
vertices of all tetrahedra in Th0 . The approximation of the interface Γ is defined by
Γh := { x ∈ Ω | I(φh )(x) = 0 }

(3.2)

and consists of piecewise planar segments, which are either triangles or quadrilaterals.
In [11] it is shown that under reasonable assumptions the approximation property
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dist(Γ, Γh ) ≤ ch2 holds.
Discretization of the Navier-Stokes equation. In finite element methods for one-phase
flow problems the Taylor-Hood P2 -P1 pair is often used for discretization of velocity
and pressure. In two-phase flow problems with surface tension forces the pressure is
discontinuous across the interface and due to this the standard P1 finite element space
is not appropriate for discretization of the pressure variable. The so-called extended
finite element method (XFEM) is much better suited for discretization of the pressure.
We outline the main idea. More details and a comparison with the standard P1 finite
element method are given in [9, 17]. Let Th be a tetrahedral triangulation of Ω and
Qh = {q ∈ C(Ω) | q|T ∈ P1 for all T ∈ Th }
the standard finite element space of continuous piecewise linear functions. We define
the index set J = {1, . . . , n}, where n = dim Qh is the number of degrees of freedom.
Let B := {qj }nj=1 be the nodal basis of Qh , i. e. qj (xi ) = δi,j for i, j ∈ J where
xi ∈ R3 denotes the coordinate vector of the i-th degree of freedom. The idea of the
XFEM method is to enrich the original finite element space Qh by suitably chosen
additional basis functions [13, 3]. In our case the finite element space Qh is enriched
by discontinuous basis functions qjΓ for j ∈ JΓ := {j ∈ J | meas2 (Γ ∩ supp qj ) > 0},
as discontinuities in the pressure only occur at the interface. Let d : Ω → R be the
signed distance function, or an approximation to it, with d negative in Ω1 and positive
in Ω2 . In our applications the discretization φh of the level set function φ is used for
d. Using the Heaviside function H we define
(
0 x ∈ Ω1 ∪ Γ,
HΓ (x) := H(d(x)) =
1 x ∈ Ω2 .
As we are interested in functions with a jump across the interface we define the socalled enrichment function ΦH
j (x) := HΓ (x) − HΓ (xj ) and a corresponding additional
0
H
basis function qjΓ := qj · ΦH
j , j ∈ J . The second term in the definition of Φj is
constant and may be omitted (as it does not introduce new functions in the function
space), but ensures the nice property qjΓ (xi ) = 0, i.e. qjΓ vanishes in all degrees of
freedom. As a consequence, we have
[ 
supp qjΓ ⊂ supp qj ∩
T ,
(3.3)
T ∈ThΓ

where ThΓ = {T ∈ Th | meas2 (T ∩ Γ) > 0}. Thus qjΓ ≡ 0 in all T with T ∈
/ ThΓ . The
XFEM space that we use is given by
QΓh := span({qj | j ∈ J } ∪ {qjΓ | j ∈ JΓ }).
Note that this space depends on the location of the interface Γ. Approximation
properties of this space are derived in [17]. In our solver, for the spatial discretization
of the velocity and pressure we use the pair P2 -QΓh , where P2 is the standard finite
element space of continuous piecewise quadratics and QΓh the XFEM space introduced
above. In practice in the construction of the XFEM space instead of the interface Γ
we use its numerical approximation Γh .
3.2. Time discretization and decoupling strategy. For the time discretization we apply an implicit one-step scheme to the coupled system (2.5). Since in general
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the interface, and thus the pressure XFEM space, is changing as a function of time,
it is natural to apply a Rothe approach (i.e., first time and then space discretization).
We use a simple θ-scheme (θ = 1: implicit Euler; θ = 21 : Crank-Nicolson). Per time
step an iterative method is applied to decouple the (discretized) Navier-Stokes equations from the (discretized) level set equation. The localized surface tension functional
(2.7) in the Navier-Stokes momentum equation causes a strong stiffness in the coupled
problem, cf. [2], and thus one has to be very careful in the decoupling strategy. A
simple fixed point approach in which the available level set approximation is substituted into the Navier-Stokes equation, resulting in a new velocity field that is then
substituted into the level set equation, etc., will in general result in a very severe time
step restriction. A much better decoupling method (i.e., allowing a significantly larger
time step) is obtained if one linearizes the surface tension based on the approximation Γ(tn+1 ) ≈ Γ(tn ) + ∆tu(·, tn + 1). A detailed study of this linearization approach
applied to the surface tension functional (2.7), (2.3), i.e., with the Boussinesq-Scriven
constitutive law, will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
3.3. Re-initialization of the level set function. For numerical purposes it is
advantageous to keep the level set function close to a signed distance function during
the time evolution. To realize this a re-initialization (also called reparametrization)
technique is needed. We apply a variant of the fast marching method (FMM) [12, 23].
This method can be applied to a quadratic finite element approximation of the level
set function as follows. Let φh be a piecewise quadratic finite element function on the
tetrahedral triangulation Th which has to be reparametrized. The function I(φh ) is
piecewise linear on the refined tetrahedral triangulation Th0 of Th and Γh is the zero
level of this function, cf. (3.2). As input for the FMM we need Th0 , the zero level
set Γh and sign I(φh (v)) for all vertices v in Th0 . Given this input, one can apply a
FMM ([12, 23]), which results in a reparametrization that is piecewise linear on Th0 .
The values at the vertices in Th0 of this function uniquely define a piecewise quadratic
function on Th , which is is defined to be the re-initialization of φh .
3.4. Iterative solvers. In each time step a discrete Navier-Stokes problem and
a discrete level set equation must be solved. For the latter we use the GMRES
method with a Gauss-Seidel preconditioner. The discrete Navier-Stokes equation are
linearized using a relaxed defect correction algorithm given in [27]. This linearization
results in Oseen problems of the form

   
v
r
A BT
= 1 .
q
r2
B 0
For the iterative solution of these Oseen equations we apply the preconditioned generalized conjugate residual method (GCR), cf. [19]. This Krylov subspace method
allows the use of a variable preconditioner. We use a block-preconditioner of the form


QA
0
W=
,
B QS
where QA is a preconditioner of the A-block and QS a preconditioner for the Schur
complement S := BA−1 BT . For QA we use one standard multigrid V -cycle iteration for the discrete diffusion-convection-reaction equations in the A-block. For
QS we use a scaled version of the BF B T -preconditioner, which we now explain. In
[8, 7] for discrete problems resulting from Hood-Taylor finite element discretization of
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Navier-Stokes equations the following so-called BF B T -preconditioner is introduced
and analyzed:
−1 T −1
−1 T −1
T
Q−1
BMV−1 AM−1
,
S = (BMV B )
V B (BMV B )

where MV is the diagonal of the mass matrix in the velocity finite element space.
In the application of this preconditioner two systems with the Poisson type matrix
T
BM−1
have to be solved (approximately). In our applications, instead of the
V B
standard Hood-Taylor pair we use the pair P2 -QΓh , i.e. we use the XFEM space for
pressure discretization. It turns out that, due to basis functions with very small
T
support, the conditioning of the matrix BM−1
is often extremely bad. This,
V B
however, can be repaired by using a simple rescaling as follows. The matrix Q−1
S can
also be represented as
−1/2

Q−1
S = MQ

−1/2

(B̃B̃T )−1 B̃ÃB̃T (B̃B̃T )−1 MQ

−1/2

with MQ the diagonal of the pressure mass matrix, B̃ := MQ
−1/2
−1/2
MV AMV .

−1/2

BMV

and Ã :=

T

The scaling (and thus the conditioning) of B̃B̃ is much better
T
than that of BM−1
and the performance of the preconditioner in this form is
V B
satisfactory.
3.5. Numerical treatment of Boussinesq-Scriven interface viscosity. A
main topic of this paper is the treatment of the Boussinesq-Scriven surface viscosity functional. In this section we introduce a new method for discretization of this
functional. Inserting the Boussinesq-Scriven surface stress tensor in (2.7) and using
P∇Γ = P∇, we obtain the following weak form of the surface tension functional:
Z
fΓ (v) = − τ

tr(P∇v) ds
Z
− (λΓ − µΓ ) divΓ u tr(P∇v) ds
Γ
Z
− µΓ tr(DΓ (u)∇v) ds,
Γ

(3.4)

Γ

with P = I − nnT and DΓ (u) = P(∇u + (∇u)T )P. We assume a given piecewise
planar approximation Γh of Γ as in (3.2). The piecewise constant unit normal vector
to Γh is denoted by nh . Define Ph := I − nh nTh . An obvious discretization is obtained
if in (3.4) we replace u by uh , Γ by Γh and P by Ph . In [10], however, it is shown that
already for the case of a clean interface (τ constant, λΓ = µΓ = 0) the approximation
of P by Ph results in poor results. Another, significantly better, approximation of P
is readily available by using the quadratic finite element approximation φh . Define
ñh (x) :=

∇φh (x)
,
k∇φh (x)k

P̃h (x) := I − ñh (x)ñh (x)T ,

x ∈ Γh , x not on an edge.

In [9] it is shown that the use of P̃h instead of Ph as an approximation of P leads
to much better results. A heuristic explanation for this is that the projection P̃h on
the unknown zero level of the known, piecewise quadratic, discrete level set function
φh contains more accurate geometric information (e.g. concerning curvature) than
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the projection Ph on the known zero level of the piecewise linear, interpolation of φh .
Based on this, the first term on the right-hand side of (3.4) is approximated by
Z
−τ

tr(P̃h ∇v) ds = −τ
Γh

3 Z
X
i=1

(P̃h ei )T ∇vi ds.

(3.5)

Γh

The test function v = vh = (v1 , v2 , v3 )T is from the finite element velocity space
(piecewise quadratics). Using the identity
divΓ u = div u − nT ∇u n,
the second term in (3.4) is approximated by
Z
− (λΓ − µΓ )
(div uh − ñTh ∇uh ñh ) tr(P̃h ∇v) ds
Γh

= −(λΓ − µΓ )

(3.6)

3 Z
X
i=1


div uh − ñTh ∇uh ñh (P̃h ei )T ∇vi ds.

Γh

The third term in (3.4) is discretized by
Z


− µΓ
tr P̃h ∇uh + (∇uh )T P̃h ∇v ds
Γh

= −µΓ

3 Z
X
i=1

(3.7)
P̃h (∇uh + (∇uh )T )P̃h ei

T

∇vi ds.

Γh

The discretization of the Boussinesq-Scriven interface force functional is obtained by
adding the three terms in (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7).
4. Benchmark problem and numerical experiments. In this section we
present results of our numerical solver applied to the two-phase Navier-Stokes model
described in section 2.1. Based on the analysis in section 2.3 we consider a specific
benchmark problem that is “close to” the Stokes model studied in [22]. Hence, it
makes sense to determine the droplet migration velocities numerically and compare
the dependence of this scalar quantity on other parameters (ξ, Bos , Bod ) to the dependencies derived in [22], e.g. (2.15). The results might be useful for validation
of other codes that can handle Boussinesq-Scriven interface forces and therefore we
summarize all parameters used. For the Poiseuille inflow profile we take (2.8) with
Ucenter = 0.0125 m/s and Ly = 0.1 m. The computational domain is given by
Ω = [0, 0.3] × [−0.05, 0.05] × [−0.15, 0.15] m3 . The boundary conditions on ∂Ω are
given in section 2.1. The initial phase-1 domain Ω1 (0) is a sphere with radius 0.0125 m
with center located at the centerline of Ω. The initial velocity u(0) is described in
section 2.1. The time interval is [0, 6] s. In the experiments below we specify the
choice of µi , ρi and τ , λΓ , µΓ . Based on the discussion in section 2.2, we should satisfy the conditions in (2.20). Clearly, a “very large” value for τ is advantageous from
a theoretical point of view, in the sense that for a very large surface tension coefficient
the moving droplet will remain (almost) spherical. On the other hand, very large τ
values are numerically more difficult to handle since larger surface tension forces cause
larger spurious velocities close to the interface. Hence, we have the dilemma that a
larger τ value reduces the modeling error but increases the numerical error.
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In our solver we use numerical methods as outlined in section 3. The surface force
functional is implemented as described in section 3.5. In the numerical experiments
we perform local refinement close to the interface. Illustrations of typical grids used
and of a numerically computed inner circulation pattern are given in Figure 4.1.
kv − v̄drop k

Fig. 4.1: Mesh with level 3 refinement (left) and numerically computed velocities field
from non-stationary simulation at a cut plane. Shown is the computed velocity field
minus droplet translation velocity.

In the experiments below we use the following local grid refinement. Within
a distance of 0.0125 m from the interface the grid is locally refined. For the level
3 refinement the ratio between droplet diameter and tetrahedron diameter (for the
tetrahedra in the refined region) is approximately 16. For the level 4 refinement this
ratio is approximately 32. After each timestep, the grid is adaptively refined and
coarsened according to the position of the interface. For the level three refinement
the time step used is 0.005 s.
As an illustration we show a result for a clean interface case (no viscous forces)
with µ1 = µ2 = ρ1 = ρ2 = 1 and τ = 0.01, 0.1 in Figure 4.2. In this experiment
the droplet remains almost spherical for τ = 0.1 and has a visible deformation for
τ = 0.01.
We now turn to experiments in which Boussinesq-Scriven surface tension forces
are taken into account. In all the experiments we determine numerical migration
velocities. RThis is done as follows. First, the x-component of the droplet mean velocity
UΩ1 (t) := |Ω1 (t)| u(x, t) · ~ex dx is determined. A time dependent numerical migration
num
velocity is given by Umig
(t) := UΩ1 (t) − uP (0) · ~ex . In turns out, cf. Fig. 4.3,
that after a few time steps this scalar quantity is oscillating (due to numerical errors)
around a mean value. This time averaged mean value, which we call the numerical
num
migration velocity , is denoted by Umig
and can be compared to the scalar quantity
Stokes
Umig := Umig ·~ex from (2.14). With respect to the accuracy of the numerical results
num
it is important to note that the size of the derived quantity Umig
is significantly
smaller than that of the computed velocities. The latter have a size comparable
to Ucenter = 0.0125 m/s, whereas the numerical migration velocities have a size of
approximately 0.00025 m/s, i.e. are roughly a factor 50 smaller than the computed
velocities.
Experiment 1. We take parameter values ρ1 = ρ2 = 1, µ2 = 1, ξ = 2, τ = 0.1,
Bos = 0. These values satisfy the conditions in (2.20). For different Bod values we
num
determined the time dependent migration velocity Umig
(t). Results are shown in
14

Fig. 4.2: Droplet shapes for t = 0, 3, 6 s (from top to bottom). Shown is the interface
and the velocity field on a cut plane z = 0 m for surface tension coefficient τ = 0.01
(left) and τ = 0.1 (right).

x-component of migration velocity (m/s)

Fig. 4.3. For a better view, in Fig. 4.3 the time dependent results are only shown for
every 20 steps (every 0.1 s).
-0.00018
-0.0002
-0.00022

Bod=0
Bod=1
Bod=2
Bod=5
Bod=10
Bod=20
Bod=50
Bod=100

-0.00024
-0.00026
-0.00028

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Time (seconds)
num
Fig. 4.3: Time dependent numerical migration velocity Umig
(t) for Bod =
0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 at level 3 refinement.

We observe an oscillating behavior around a mean value. These oscillations are
due to numerical errors and the amplitude of the oscillations increases if we take larger
Bod values. This is due to the fact that for larger Bod numbers the viscous surface
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forces increase and thus also the size of the numerical spurious velocities close to the
interface. If we take the time average, we obtain the numerical migration velocity
num
. These are indicated by ◦ in Fig. 4.4. In the same figure we show the relation
Umig
Stokes
(2.14) for the theoretical Stokes migration velocity Umig
with ξ = 2. Note that the
numerical migration velocity for the Navier-Stokes model shows a similar dependence
on Bod as the theoretical Stokes migration velocity. The difference between these
two quantities is due to modeling errors (non-stationary Navier-Stokes instead of
stationary Stokes) and numerical errors. Concerning the size of the numerical errors
num
in Umig
we note that the results obtained on refinement level 3 are “close to grid
convergence”. To illustrate this we consider the velocity profile on the line segment
y ∈ [−0.05, 0.05] in the cut plane z = 0 which passes the center of the droplet at
t = 2. In Fig. 4.5 the x-component of this velocity calculated on the levels 2, 3, 4
for Bod = 1 are shown together with the background Poiseuille profile. The result
on the level 2 refinement shows significant differences from the level 4 result, whereas
the level 3 result can hardly be distinguished from the level 4 result. For larger
Bod values the numerical errors increase, due to the larger surface tension forces. To
illustrate this, for Bod = 10 and the time interval [0, 2] s we determined the numerical
num
migration velocity Umig
on the refinement levels 2,3,4. The values are respectively
num
Umig = −2.584, −2.474, −2.390 in unit 10−4 m/s. The theoretical Stokes migration
velocity for this case has value −2.418 · 10−4 m/s.
-8e-05
ξ = 1.0/3 theoretical

x-component of migration velocity (m/s)

ξ = 1.0/3 numerical
ξ = 2 theoretical
ξ = 2 numerical

-0.00012

-0.00016

-0.0002

-0.00024

-0.00028
0

20

40

60

80

100

Bod number

num
Fig. 4.4: Numerical migration velocity Umig
for Bod = 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 at level
1
3 refinement. The cases ξ = 2 and ξ = 3 are shown.

Experiment 2. We take ξ = 13 . For this case the theoretical relation for the Stokes
migration velocity differs significantly from the case ξ = 2 (considered in Experiment
1), in particular for small Bod values. The two curves for ξ = 2 and ξ = 13 are shown
in Fig. 4.4. For the Navier-Stokes model the other parameters are taken the same as
in Experiment 1, i.e., ρ1 = ρ2 = 1, µ2 = 1, τ = 0.1, Bos = 0. For different Bod values
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Fig. 4.5: Numerical velocity (x -component) for Bod = 1 at level 2, 3, 4 refinements.
Shown are velocity profiles at time t = 2 s.

num
we determined, on refinement level 3, the numerical migration velocity Umig
. The
results are indicated by  in Fig. 4.4. Note that these are very close to the theoretical
Stokes migration velocities. As indicated in Experiment 1, for larger Bod values the
numerical values on the level 3 refinement are not (fully) converged, i.e., on finer grids
and with smaller time steps these values might vary slightly. The dependency of this
num
numerical migration velocity Umig
on Bod is then still very similar to that of the
theoretical Stokes migration velocity.

Experiment 3. The densities ρ1 and ρ2 do not influence the theoretical Stokes
migration velocity. As long as the conditions in (2.20) are satisfied, we expect the
migration velocity obtained from the Navier-Stokes model to be close to that of the
Stokes model. Therefore, if we keep all parameters fixed but only increase the ρi
values, we expect that if the conditions in (2.20) are still satisfied then the numerical
migration velocity should be essentially independent of the ρi values. In this experiment we verify this claim. We take ρ1 = ρ2 = 100 and all other parameters the same
as in Experiment 1, i.e., µ2 = 1, ξ = 2, τ = 0.1, Bos = 0. Results for the numerical
migration velocity, computed on the level 3 refinement, are given in the fourth column
in Table 4.1. Indeed, the results are (almost) the same as the one from Experiment 1
(with ρ1 = ρ2 = 1).
Stokes
Experiment 4. The theoretical Stokes migration velocity Umig
does not depend
on the shear Boussinesq number, cf. (2.14). Hence, as long as the conditions in (2.20)
are satisfied, we expect this to hold for the numerical migration velocity, too. In this
experiment we verify this claim. We take the same parameter values as in Experiment
1, but now with varying Bos instead of Bos = 0. We take Bos = Bod , or , equivalently, λΓ = µΓ . In Experiment 1 we used Bos = 0 and Bod 6= 0. In that case, in
the Navier-Stokes model the shear interface viscosity term (3.7) equals zero and only
the dilational term (3.6) causes viscous interface effects. If we now take Bos = Bod ,
then the opposite happens: the dilatational interface viscosity term (3.6) equals zero
and only the shear term (3.6) causes viscous interface effects. Hence, in Experiment
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Bod

Stokes model

Exp. 1

Exp. 3

Exp. 4

0
1
5
10
50
100

−1.953
−2.083
−2.315
−2.418
−2.556
−2.579

−1.940
−2.084
−2.350
−2.473
−2.647
−2.675

−1.940
−2.084
−2.350
−2.473
−2.647
−2.674

−2.084
−2.349
−2.477
−2.651
−2.689

num
in different experiments (unit
Table 4.1: Numerical migration velocity Umig
−4
10 m/s). Simulation on level 3 refinement.

1 (Bos = 0) and in this experiment (Bos = Bod ) different terms, (3.6) and (3.7), are
used in the simulation of the Navier-Stokes model. Nevertheless we expect similar
numerical migration velocities. The results for the case Bos = Bod are presented in
the last column in Table 4.1. Indeed these values are (almost) the same as the one
from Experiment 1.
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